[Effect of fuzheng yiliu granule on nuclear transcriptional factor-kappa B and cell cycle in patients with breast carcinoma].
To explore the effect and clinical significance of Fuzheng Yiliu Granule (FYG) on nuclear transcriptional factor-kappa B (NF-kappa B) and cell cycle in breast tumor. Fifty-five patients of breast carcinoma were randomly divided into the treated group and the control group, both were treated with conventional chemotherapy, but to the treated group, FYG was given additionally by oral taking. Operation was performed one month later to take out the tumor tissue for detecting NF-kappa B expression and ration of cells in different phases of cell cycle. Compared with the control group, NF-kappa B expression was significantly increased in the treated group, accompanied with increased G0/1 phase cell proportion and decreased S phase cell proportion as well as significantly reduced cell proliferation index (all P < 0.01). FYG could enhance the expression of NF-kappa B in breast tumor tissue, raise the proportion of G0/1 phase cells, decrease proportion S phase cells and reduce the cell proliferation index, showing an active action on the patients prognosis.